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Circuit Stop: Ameristar, St. Charles 

Event:              No-Limit Hold’em Double Stack 

Buy-in:  $400 

Date:   28 February 2020 

Entries: 202 

Prizepool: $66,660

 

Charlie Dawson Takes Home Third WSOP Circuit gold 

ring at Ameristar, St.Charles 

Dawson Earns $15,920 for his victory 

The three-ring club now has a new member. After coming so close on multiple occasions, 
including finishing second in two tournaments at the Horseshoe Casino in Indiana, Dawson 
has sealed his third World Series of Poker Circuit gold ring by defeating the 202-player 
field and earned himself $15,920.  

When he came to the final table, he was in the middle of the pack with just 20 big blinds, 
but he is no stranger to late stages of tournaments and never gave up hope. After a short 
while he managed to gain some chips. “I actually got really lucky about three times at the 
final table.” Dawson explained, “My big turn around was actually when I jammed king-jack 
suited, running into pocket kings and I flopped Broadway.” 

In the final hand Dawson called a raise preflop from the runner-up Ryan Pickerel and 
flopped a flush against Pickerel’s top set. Dawson faded the board pairing and earned 
himself another victory. “It was just the ultimate cooler” He continued. 

This real estate broker plays for entertainment but does well on the side with his poker 
career. No doubt we will be seeing more of Dawson in the future, and more this series. “I 
am going to come back next week and play a few more events; I have been playing this 
series since 2006.” He concluded. 

 



 

 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Charlie Dawson 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Santa Rosa, CA 
Current Residence:   Owensboro, KY 

Age:     50 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 2
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FULL RESULTS 
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https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1769&tid=18158&dayof=181581&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1769&tid=18158&dayof=181581&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerID=3760
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